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Abstract. In this paper, a quantum version of classical alter-
nating bit protocol is proposed. This protocol provides a reliable
method to transmit the secret quantum data via a noisy quantum
channel while the entanglement between particles is not broken.
Our protocol is based on quantum teleportation and superdense
coding. By assuming that the participants can distinguish the al-
ternating qubit from other messages and also the assumption that
data can be resent unlimited times, an abstraction of this protocol
can be derived. Using the quantum process algebra full qACP , we
show that the proposed protocol is correct, so the desired external
behaviour of the protocol is guaranteed.
1. Introduction
Alternating bit protocol was proposed to achieve reliable full-duplex
operation over half-duplex classical lines [1]. In this protocol each trans-
mitted message contains error detection information and a control bit
is used as a ”validation” to indicate correct or incorrect arrival of a
message. The validation bit alternates such that a change in its value
means ”acknowledgement”. This bit is called the alternating bit.
In quantum communications, noisy quantum channels are subject to
information corruption and loss. There are different types of noise and
noisy channels such as bit-flip, phase-flip, erasure etc. [7]. These noises
may change the state of communicating quantum particles.
Analogous to classical counterparts, a theory of quantum error-correction
has been proposed which allows effective computations in the pres-
ence of noise and reliable communication over noisy quantum chan-
nels. Quantum error-correcting codes combat the effects of noise and
allow reliable communication and computation even in the presence of
quite severe noise [4]. The error syndrome can be detected by error
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syndrome measurement which does not cause any change to the state
of quantum particle and indicates the type of occurred error. After
the measurement, an appropriate procedure can be used to recover the
initial state exactly or with high probability [4].
In Section 2, a quantum alternating qubit protocol (briefly, QAQP)
as a quantum version of alternating bit protocol is proposed. This
protocol is based on quantum teleportation and superdense coding [4]
and introduces a method to ensure reliable transmission of quantum
data through a noisy quantum channel. It is assumed that data can
be resent unlimited times and the noisy channel does not break the
entanglement between particles.
The process algebra ACP (Algebra of Communicating Processes) is
one of the standard approaches of correctness checking [3]. qACP is
a quantum version of ACP which applies a special quantum process
configuration to use both quantum and classical information (compu-
tation). In [5] a relationship between quantum and classical bisimu-
larity is obtained in a way that qACP and classical ACP are unified.
This unification is important in verification of quantum communication
protocols, since most of these protocols including QAQP involve both
classical and quantum information and/or computation.
As it is mentioned above, QAQP is based on quantum teleportation
and superdense coding, so the entangled particles are used and we need
a quantum process algebra which consider the entanglement. Hence,
we use the full qACP instead of qACP to model the entanglement as
a kind of parallelization for checking the correcness of QAQP. The full
qACP is an extension of qACP equipped with a shadow constant and
an entanglement merge [6]. This extension has a sound and complete
axiomatization modulo a quantum bisimilarity and is strong enough
to verify any quantum protocol that uses both classical and quantum
information and also adopt entanglement in some steps.
Section 3 is devoted to specification of QAQP by full qACP . A lin-
ear recursive specification for participants is given by the assumption
that the recovery procedures always recover the initial state and that
the difference between the initial state before recovery and the outcome
state after recovery is negligible. Furthermore, the encoding, syndrome
measurement and recovery processes are not considered in our abstrac-
tion. Note that the correctness of QAQP can also be checked by the
process algebra qCCS [2].
In Section 4, by identifying communication actions, encapsulation
and abstraction operations, the formal verification of the QAQP is
given to show that this protocol has the desired external behaviour.
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2. Quantum alternating qubit protocol
We assume that the reader is familiar with the quantum teleporta-
tion and superdense coding. This protocol has two participants sender
(Alice) and receiver (Bob), which Alice receives some qubits from an
isolated private quantum channel Q. Alice must deliver them to Bob
and then Bob has to send them into an isolated private quantum chan-
nel P.
The secret quantum data q1, q2, ..., qr from a finite set ∆ are commu-
nicated between Alice and Bob. Every communication between Alice
and Bob is performed via the only noisy quantum channel D such that
Alice is not permitted to use this quantum channel to communicate
the secret quantum data. In the absence of a legal quantum communi-
cating channel, quantum teleportation is used. An EPR pair (A,B) is
generated, then Alice and Bob take one of the EPR pair’s qubits before
starting the protocol. Alice interacts the secret quantum data qi with
her half of EPR pair A, then performs a measurement and obtains one
of the four possible classical results 00, 01, 10, and 11. She must send
two classical outcome bits to Bob.
In order to communicate these classical bits, the superdense coding
is applied. However, since the channel D is corrupted, an alternating
qubit is communicated between them to ensure Alice that Bob has
received the desired classical bits. In other word, this alternating qubit
is an acknowledgement from Bob. If Alice reads the secret quantum
datum qi from channel Q with an odd index, she sends the qubit b = ∣0⟩
to Bob through quantum channel D and must receive the same qubit
as acknowledgement from Bob to start the communication. Likewise,
the qubit b = ∣1⟩ for even indices.
Since the channel D is noisy, it is possible that the communicated
message through this channel has turned into an error message, which
is shown by ⊥. The error syndrome can be detected by an error syn-
drome measurement which although does not cause any change to the
state of quantum particle, but indicates what kind of error has oc-
curred. After the measurement, an appropriate procedure can be used
to recover the initial state exactly or with high probability.
Now, we explain the protocol in more details. In the sequel, we
shall use the following conventions: by ”sending or receiving a qubit”,
we mean ”sending or receiving an encoded qubit” and for simplicity
we show the resulting encoded qubit S by S itself. Also, by correct
qubit we mean that after performing an appropriate error syndrome
measurement, no error has been detected.
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Figure 1. Quantum Alternating Qubit Protocol.
As shown in Fig. 1, QAQP is started by sending an encoded qubit b
from Alice to Bob into the noisy quantum channel D. If Bob receives
the correct qubit b, then he prepares an EPR pair (M,N) and sends the
qubit M to Alice through channel D. Otherwise, he sends back the error
message ⊥ to Alice and waits to receive the qubit b from Alice. Note
that in this case when Alice receives the error message, she will send the
qubit b to Bob again. Since the quantum channel D is noisy, in the case
that Bob sends the qubit M, some errors may be occurred on it. If Alice
detects any error, she will send the qubit b to Bob again. Otherwise,
she makes a joint measurement on the secret quantum data qi with
her half A of EPR pair of quantum teleportation which has been fixed
between Alice and Bob before starting the protocol. Corresponding
to the classical result kl ∈ {00,01,10,11} of the measurement, Alice
performs the desired Pauli’s operator σkl on the qubit M . Then, she
encodes the outcome and sends it to Bob through quantum channel D
and waits to receive the acknowledgement from Bob.
Because of the noisy channel D, the sent message can be turned into
an error. Therefore, Bob performs an error syndrome measurement.
If Bob detects an error, he generates a fresh EPR pair [M,N] and
sends M to Alice. Otherwise, Bob sends the acknowledgement qubit
b to Alice and then decodes the received message M. In the sequel, he
performs a joint measurement on the qubits M and N that he has in
hand. For the convenient, by M we denote the resulting qubit after
encoding and/or performing the Pauli’s operator σkl on the qubit M
and also the fresh EPR pair is shown by [M,N] again.
Afterwards, Bob registers the measurement result kl and performs
the corresponding operator σkl on the photon B which was fixed be-
tween participants before starting the protocol in order to use the quan-
tum teleportation. Finally, Bob sends the outcome qubit into quantum
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channel P and goes to new state to be ready for new session of the pro-
tocol. If Alice receives the acknowledgement qubit b successfully, she
sends the qubit 1 − b to start a new session. Otherwise, she sends
qubit b to Bob to inform him that the received acknowledgement is
corrupted and Bob has to send the acknowledgement again. Note that
for simplicity we use 1 − b. If b = ∣0⟩ then 1 − b = ∣1⟩ else b = ∣1⟩ then
1 − b = ∣0⟩.
Moreover, in QAQP, we suppose that participants can distinguish the
acknowledgement qubit from other message. We call this assumption
the distinguishing assumption, which allows us to define an easier form
of abstraction.
3. Specification of QAQP by full qACP
In this section a linear recursive specification of the QAQP is given
by process algebra full qACP . We assume that the recovery proce-
dures always recover the initial state. Also the encoding, syndrome
measurement and recovery steps are not considered in the abstraction.
We prove that the resulting algebraic process term displays the de-
sired external behaviour of the protocol, that is the secret quantum
data read from channel Q by Alice are sent into channel P by Bob in
the same order without losing any data element. The process term is
a solution for the following recursive specification:
X = ∑
qi∈∆ readQ[qi].sendP [qi].X
where, the action readQ[qi] represents ”read datum qi from channel Q”
and the action sendP [qi] represents ”send datum qi into channel P”.
First, we specify Alice in the state that she is going to send out data
with the acknowledgement qubit b, represented by the recursion vari-
able S(b) for b ∈ {∣0⟩, ∣1⟩}:
S(b) = ∑
qi∈∆ readQ[qi].S1
S1 = (sendD[b] + sendD[⊥]).S2
S2 = receiveD[M].S3 + receiveD[⊥].S1 + receiveD[b].S(1 − b)
S3 =Me[A, qi;kl].S4
S4 = σkl[M].S5
S5 = (sendD[M] + sendD[⊥]).S6
S6 = receiveD[b].S(1 − b) + receiveD[M].S4 + receive[⊥].S1
In state S(b), Alice reads the quantum datum qi from channel Q.
Then the system proceeds to state S1, in which Alice sends the qubit
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b into channel D. However, the qubit b may be distorted by the noisy
channel, so that it may proceeds to an error message ⊥. Next the
system goes to state S2 and Alice waits to receive the qubit M through
channel D, but the message M may be turned into an error. So, after
receiving the message, Alice performs an error syndrome measurement
to detect the conceivable error ⊥. If no error has been detected, she
recovers the qubit M and the system proceeds to state S3. If she detects
any error, the system traverse to state S1 again. In state S2, there is
also another case, which Alice receives the qubit 1−b or the noisy 1−b.
By our distinguishing assumption, Alice can distinguish this message
from messages M or noisy M . This case occurs when some secret data
qi has communicated between Alice and Bob previously and the last
correct acknowledgement from Bob has not received by Alice. In this
case, Bob had resent the acknowledgement of Alice’s previous request
and after receiving the correct acknowledgement by Alice, the system
proceeds to S(1 − b) to start new communication session.
In state S3, Alice performs a joint measurement on qubits A and qi
and registers the result as kl. Then, the system proceeds to state S4
and Alice operates σkl on M . Next, in state S5, Alice sends the outcome
M to Bob into channel D. However, since the channel D is noisy the
message may be turned into an error. The next state of the system
is S6. If Alice receives the correct acknowledgement b, the system
proceeds to state S(1 − b) to start new session. Otherwise, there are
two cases; either Alice receives qubit M or Alice detects some errors.
The system goes to states S4 or S1, respectively.
In the case that Alice receives the qubit M , it is perceived that in
the last step of the protocol, Bob has received the corrupted message
M and so he has generated a new EPR pair [M ′,N ′] and has sent the
qubit M ′ to Alice. In order to prevent ambiguity in abstraction of the
protocol, we show the fresh qubits M ′ and N ′ by M and N again.
Next, we specify Bob in the state that he is expecting to receive the
qubit b, represented by the recursion variable R(b), for b ∈ {∣0⟩, ∣1⟩}:
R(b) = receiveD[b].R2 + (receiveD[⊥] + receiveD[1 − b]).R1
R1 = (sendD[⊥] + sendD[1 − b]).R(b)
R2 = GEN[M,N].R3
R3 = (sendD[M] + sendD[⊥]).R4
R4 = S○Me[A,qi;kl].R5 + S○σkl[M].R6 + (receiveD[b] + receiveD[⊥]).R2
R5 = S○σkl[M].R6
R6 = receiveD[M].R7 + receiveD[⊥].R2
R7 = (sendD[b] + sendD[⊥]).R8
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R8 =Me[M,N ;kl].R9
R9 = σkl[B].R10
R10 = sendP [B].R(1 − b).
In state R(B), if Bob receives the correct alternating qubit b, the sys-
tem proceeds to R2. Otherwise, there are two cases; either Bob reads
an error message ⊥ from the channel D, that this does not constitute
new information and he sends ⊥ back into the channel D or Bob re-
ceives 1− b which indicates that in the previous session of the protocol,
Alice has not received the acknowledgement successfully. In this case
Bob sends 1 − b to Alice again and the system goes to state R(b).
In state R2, Bob generates an EPR pair (M,N), then the system
proceeds to R3 and he sends the qubit M to Alice through the channel
D. However, the channel D is noisy and the message may turn into
an error. Afterwards, Bob awaits to receive the message M , but if he
receives the qubit b or the corrupted qubit b (in state R4), by distin-
guishing assumption it can be perceived that the sent qubit M from
Bob to Alice in state R3 is corrupted and Alice in state S2 has received
the noisy message and she has tried to send the qubit b to announce
Bob for the corruption. In state R6, if he receives the correct message
M , the system goes to state R7 and he sends the acknowledgement
b to Alice. Otherwise the system proceeds to state R2 again. In the
next state, Bob makes a joint measurement on particles M and N , and
registers the result as kl. In state R9, the operator σkl is applied on
the qubit B. Finally, in state R10, Bob sends the outcome of the state
R9 into channel P and the state of the system goes to R(1-b) to start
a new communication session.
4. Verification of QAQP
In the sequel, communication actions, encapsulation and abstraction
operations are explained. Send/receive actions of the same message
(the qubits b or M or ⊥) over the channel D, communicate with each
other. Thus for each qubit M and every b ∈ {∣0⟩, ∣1⟩} we have the
following communications:
γ(sendD[b], receiveD[b]) = CD[b]
γ(sendD[⊥], receiveD[⊥]) = CD[⊥]
γ(sendD[M], receiveD[M]) = CD[M]
γ(sendD[1 − b], receiveD[1 − b]) = CD[1 − b]
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All other communications between atomic actions result in δ. Note
that atomic actions in QAQP are: receiving quantum data through
channel Q, sending (receiving) quantum data or ⊥ into (through) chan-
nel D, sending data into channel P, generating an EPR pair, performing
a joint measurement on two qubits and registering the outcome, ap-
plying a Pauli’s operator on a particle. Some another actions such as
encoding, syndrome measurement and recovery are not considered in
the abstraction of QAQP.
The desired system is obtained by putting R(0) and S(0) in parallel,
encapsulating some actions over the quantum channel D and abstract-
ing away from communication actions over this channel. Therefore,
QAQP is expressed by the following process term:
τI(∂H(S(0)∣∣R(0))
Where, x∣∣y = (x∣⌊y+y∣⌊x)+x∣y+x y. H and I are defined as follows:
H = {sendD[b], receiveD[b], sendD[1 − b], receiveD[1 − b], sendD[⊥], receiveD[⊥],
sendD[M], receiveD[M],Me[A, qi;kl], S○Me[A,qi;kl], σkl[M], S○σkl[M]}
I = {CD[b],CD[M],CD[⊥], σkl[M],GE[M,N],Me[A, qi;kl],Me[M,N ;kl], σkl[B]}
where M,N,A,B, qi are qubits and b ∈ {∣0⟩, ∣1⟩}.
Now, in order to proceed the formal verification of QAQP, some
axioms of full qACP are restated from [6]:
Name Axiom
QTI1 v ∉ I τI(v) = v
QTI2 v ∈ I τI(v) = τ
QTI3 τI(δ) = δ
QTI4 τI(x + y) = τI(x) + τI(y)
QTI5 τI(x.y) = τI(x).τI(y)
RDP ⟨Xi∣E⟩ = ti(⟨X1∣E⟩, ..., ⟨Xn∣E⟩), for i ∈ {1,2, ..., n}
RSP If yi = ti(y1, ..., yn) then yi = ⟨Xi∣E⟩, for i ∈ {1,2, ..., n}
CFAR If X is in a cluster for I with exits {v1Y1, ..., vmYm,w1, ...wn}, then
τ.τI(⟨X ∣E⟩) = τ.τI(v1⟨Y1∣E⟩, ...vm⟨Ym∣E⟩,w1, ...,wn)
The following equations are derived from the axioms of full qACP
and RDP:
∂H(S(0)∣∣R(0)) = ∑
qi∈∆ readQ[qi].∂H(S1∣∣R(0))
∂H(S1∣∣R(0)) = CD[0].∂H(S2∣∣R2) +CD[⊥].∂H(S2∣∣R1)
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∂H(S2∣∣R1) = CD[⊥].∂H(S1∣∣R(0))
∂H(S2∣∣R2) = GEN[M,N].∂H(S2∣∣R3)
∂H(S2∣∣R3) = CD[M].∂H(S3∣∣R4) +CD[⊥].∂H(S1∣∣R4)
∂H(S1∣∣R4) = (CD[0] +CD[⊥]).∂H(S2∣∣R2)
∂H(S3∣∣R4) =Me[A, qi;kl].∂H(S4∣∣R5)
∂H(S4∣∣R5) = σkl[M].∂H(S5∣∣R6)
∂H(S5∣∣R6) = CD[M].∂H(S6∣∣R7) +CD[⊥].∂H(S6∣∣R2)
∂H(S6∣∣R2) = GEN[M,N].∂H(S6∣∣R3)
∂H(S6∣∣R3) = CD[M].∂H(S4∣∣R4) +CD[⊥].∂H(S1∣∣R4)
∂H(S4∣∣R4) = σkl[M]∂H(S5∣∣R6)
∂H(S6∣∣R7) = CD[0].∂H(S(1)∣∣R8) +CD[⊥].∂H(S1∣∣R8)
∂H(S1∣∣R8) =Me[M,N ;kl].∂H(S1∣∣R9)
∂H(S1∣∣R9) = σkl[B].∂H(S1∣∣R10)
∂H(S1∣∣R10) = sendP [B].∂H(S1∣∣R(1))
∂H(S1∣∣R(1)) = (CD[0] +CD[⊥]).∂H(S2∣∣R1)
∂H(S(1)∣∣R8) =Me[M,N ;kl].∂H(S(1)∣∣R9)
∂H(S(1)∣∣R9) = σkl[B].∂H(S(1)∣∣R10)
∂H(S(1)∣∣R10) = sendP [B].∂H(S(1)∣∣R(1))
The process term S(0)∣∣R(0) can be expanded and each equation can
be easily proved. Note that the process term ∂H(S(1)∣∣R(1)) in the
right-hand side of the above last equation is not as the left-hand side
of any equation. Below it proceeds to expand ∂H(S(1)∣∣R(1)). That is
similar to above equations.
∂H(S(1)∣∣R(1)) = ∑
qi∈∆ readQ[qi].∂H(S1∣∣R(1))
∂H(S1∣∣R(1)) = CD[1].∂H(S2∣∣R2) +CD[⊥].∂H(S2∣∣R1)
∂H(S2∣∣R1) = CD[⊥].∂H(S1∣∣R(1))
∂H(S2∣∣R2) = GEN[M,N].∂H(S2∣∣R3)
∂H(S2∣∣R3) = CD[M].∂H(S3∣∣R4) +CD[⊥].∂H(S1∣∣R4)
∂H(S1∣∣R4) = (CD[1] +CD[⊥]).∂H(S2∣∣R2)
∂H(S3∣∣R4) =Me[A, qi;kl].∂H(S4∣∣R5)
∂H(S4∣∣R5) = σkl[M].∂H(S5∣∣R6)
∂H(S5∣∣R6) = CD[M].∂H(S6∣∣R7) +CD[⊥].∂H(S6∣∣R2)
∂H(S6∣∣R2) = GEN[M,N].∂H(S6∣∣R3)
∂H(S6∣∣R3) = CD[M].∂H(S4∣∣R4) +CD[⊥].∂H(S1∣∣R4)
∂H(S4∣∣R4) = σkl[M]∂H(S5∣∣R6)
∂H(S6∣∣R7) = CD[1].∂H(S(0)∣∣R8) +CD[⊥].∂H(S1∣∣R8)
∂H(S1∣∣R8) =Me[M,N ;kl].∂H(S1∣∣R9)
∂H(S1∣∣R9) = σkl[B].∂H(S1∣∣R10)
∂H(S1∣∣R10) = sendP [B].∂H(S1∣∣R(1))
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∂H(S1∣∣R(0)) = (CD[1] +CD[⊥]).∂H(S2∣∣R1)
∂H(S(0)∣∣R8) =Me[M,N ;kl].∂H(S(0)∣∣R9)
∂H(S(0)∣∣R9) = σkl[B].∂H(S(0)∣∣R10)
∂H(S(0)∣∣R10) = sendP [B].∂H(S(0)∣∣R(0))
Owing to all above equations, RSP yields
∂H(R(0)∣∣S(0)) = ⟨X1∣E⟩ (∗)
where E denotes the following linear recursive specification
X1 = ∑
qi∈∆ readQ[qi].X2 Y1 = ∑qi∈∆ readQ[qi].Y2
X2 = CD[0].X3 +CD[⊥].X4 Y2 = CD[1].Y3 +CD[⊥].Y4
X4 = CD[⊥].X2 Y4 = CD[⊥].Y2
X3 = GEN[M,N].X5 Y3 = GEN[M,N].Y5
X5 = CD[M].X6 +CD[⊥].X7 Y5 = CD[M].Y6 +CD[⊥].Y7
X7 = (CD[0] + cD[⊥]).X3 Y7 = (CD[1] + cD[⊥]).Y3
X6 =Me[A, qi;kl].X8 Y6 =Me[A, qi;kl].Y8
X8 = σkl[M].X9 Y8 = σkl[M].Y9
X9 = CD[M].X10 +CD[⊥].X11 Y9 = CD[M].Y10 +CD[⊥].Y11
X11 = GEN[M,N].X12 Y11 = GEN[M,N].Y12
X12 = CD[M].X13 +CD[⊥].X7 Y12 = CD[M].Y13 +CD[⊥].Y7
X13 = σkl[M].X9 Y13 = σkl[M].Y9
X10 = CD[0].X14 +CD[⊥].X15 Y10 = CD[1].Y14 +CD[⊥].Y15
X15 =Me[M,N ;kl].X16 Y15 =Me[M,N ;kl].Y16
X16 = σkl[B].X17 Y16 = σkl[B].Y17
X17 = sendP [B].X18 Y17 = sendP [B].Y18
X18 = (CD[0] +CD[⊥]).X4 Y18 = (CD[1] +CD[⊥]).Y4
X14 =Me[M,N ;kl].X19 Y14 =Me[M,N ;kl].Y19
X19 = σkl[B].X20 Y19 = σkl[B].Y20
X20 = sendP [B].Y1 Y20 = sendP [B].X1
Remark 4.1. As a result of quantum teleportation, the particle B in
the last line is the same qi.
We proceed to prove that the process term τI(⟨X1∣E⟩) exhibits the
desired external behaviour of the protocol. After applying the abstrac-
tion operator τI to the process term ⟨X1∣E⟩, the loops of communica-
tion actions become τ−loops. These loops can be removed using CFAR.
τI(⟨X1∣E⟩) = ∑
qi∈∆ readQ[qi].τI(⟨X2∣E⟩)
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CFAR= ∑
qi∈∆ readQ[qi].τI(⟨X3∣E⟩)= ∑
qi∈∆ readQ[qi].τI(⟨X5∣E⟩)
CFAR= ∑
qi∈∆ readQ[qi].τI(⟨X6∣E⟩)= ∑
qi∈∆ readQ[qi].τI(⟨X8∣E⟩)= ∑
qi∈∆ readQ[qi].τI(⟨X9∣E⟩)
CFAR= ∑
qi∈∆ readQ[qi].τI(⟨X14∣E⟩)= ∑
qi∈∆ readQ[qi].τI(⟨X19∣E⟩)= ∑
qi∈∆ readQ[qi].τI(⟨X20∣E⟩)= ∑
qi∈∆ readQ[qi].sendP [qi].τI(⟨Y1∣E⟩)
Likewise, applying RDP, QTI1-QTI5, the following equation can be
derived:
τI(⟨Y1∣E⟩) = ∑
qi∈∆ readQ[qi].sendP [qi].τI(⟨X1∣E⟩)
From the last two equations together with RSP, the following equation
can be derived:
τI(⟨X1∣E⟩) = ∑
qi∈∆ readQ[qi].sendP [qi].τI(⟨X1∣E⟩)
In combination with equation (*) this yields
τI(∂H(S(0)∣∣R(0))) = ∑
qi∈∆ readQ[qi].sendP [qi].τI(∂H(S(0)∣∣R(0)))
Therefore, the QAQP exhibits the desired external behaviour. So, the
verification of the QAQP is finished.
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